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KONZERN VERSICHERUNGSKAMMER
Munich | www.vkb.de

PROVINZIAL KONZERN
Münster
www.provinzial-konzern.de

SV SPARKASSENVERSICHERUNG
Stuttgart | www.sparkassenversicherung.de

Renowned for over

300 YEARS

VGH VERSICHERUNGEN
Hanover | www.vgh.de

[Hamburger Feuerkasse:
1st insurance company in world’s history]

SPARKASSEN-VERSICHERUNG SACHSEN
Dresden | www.sv-sachsen.de
proportionality and subsidiarity. In this context, the VöV has
identified the following key topics for public insurers:
Sustainability On the one hand, sustainable finance plays a major
role with regard to capital investment. Among other things, all

ÖFFENTLICHE VERSICHERUNG BRAUNSCHWEIG
Braunschweig | www.oeffentliche.de

public insurers are signatories to the UN‘s Principles of Sustainable
Investment (PRI). But also in the core area of property insurance,
the member companies make an indispensable contribution to
climate impact management for its corporate and private customers.

BGV / BADISCHE VERSICHERUNGEN
Karlsruhe | www.bgv.de

Adequate sales landscape In the interests of policyholders
and their individual requirements, there is a need for diverse
and comprehensive sales structures. These include a fair
co-existence of different remuneration models, such as
commission- and fee-based advisory services in the insurance
business.

ÖFFENTLICHE VERSICHERUNGEN OLDENBURG
Oldenburg | www.oeffentlicheoldenburg.de

Sustainable pension provision Particularly in view of the
challenges of demographic change, the three-pillar model
consisting of statutory pension insurance, occupational
pension provision and individual provision must be
strengthened.

OSTFRIESISCHE LANDSCHAFTLICHE BRANDKASSE
Aurich | www.ostfriesische-brandkasse.de
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